
















































SPECIAL 2020 BONUS SECTION
Amoeba Adventures #1 was a long time in gestation. I started it

sometime around 1 988 as a continuation of my high school

goofing-off comics, Prometheus The Protoplasm. The pages

that I final ly finished my first year of college I 'd actual ly started

years before (which is why the art at the beginning of #1 looks

rather rough compared to the later pages). The stories and

ideas of whatever I was trying to do also took a while to be ful ly

formed, as these pages show. Below, one draft of #1 's cover.



Another draft of #1 's cover, ripping off DC's

iconic Justice League #1 , which nobody else

had ever done before or since.

(Instead, I ripped off an X-Men issue for the

final cover.)



Early character notes to myself. The whole "Dr. Spif/Mr. Spif" thing was a misguided attempt

to react to how dark comics often were in the 1 990s. Spif wouldn't real ly "be" Spif unti l #4.



Another sketch of concept art

sometime in the late '80s. Raoul

would final ly debut in #4. Robotron,

who's total ly NOT ripping off

Marvel 's Vision here, was another

old childhood character. I have no

idea who Jenny Page was meant to

be other than a Kitty Pryde copycat

and thankful ly she never ever saw

the light of day outside this one

sketch. Sheesh.



A little unsure after so

many years, but

probably a draft of what

became this issue's

page one.



Manslaughter was more of a plot device than an actual character, mostly done because I

was a total fanboy for Todd McFarlane's early Spider-Man artwork and liked how he drew

capes. Manslaughter actual ly came along a few years before McFarlane's Spawn despite

his very Spawny look. His often cringeworthy dialogue - "Tonight, Manslaughter dines on

your corpses?' - was probably meant as parody but didn't quite work.



The fol lowing never-published text pages

were from weird attempts to "reboot"

Prometheus before I final ly got around to

doing Amoeba Adventures and

discovered small-press comics. I t's al l

pretty dire teenage hype written to myself,

real ly, but there's interesting bits about

stories I never actual ly did. Who was The

Creature? What was the metamorphosis

of Ninja Ant? We'l l never know.



Amoeba Adventures #1 was very much a work in progress by an 1 8-year-old geek, and it

took me a few issues to decide on the right tone for the series. There's a mix of parody,

straight superhero action and awkward jokes that makes me cringe a fair bit now, but also

gl impses of the somewhat better work to come.

Besides the "Mister Spif" fiasco, other weird bits this issue include Prometheus "flying" in a

vaguely grotesque way (you'd never see that again!), Karate Kactus acting a lot less

mature, and in general the team acting way more "superhero" than they ever would again.



Some more notes I made in the early days, possibly a

plan to "relaunch" the series at some point (again,

hazy memory fails).

There's a lot here that later

came into the series (The

Period, seen at left, debuted in

#1 8), and a lot of other ideas

that sort of vanished into the

ether. I 'm sti l l intrigued by the

l ines about "the history of

Rambunny" with "Humphrey

Bogart?" scribbled next to it.






